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Motivation (Provocation)

K-isomer in 254No comparison

Data from

S.K. Tandel et al., PRL 97 (2006) 082505

R-D. Herzberg et al., Nature 442 (2006) 396

s-p orbitals around Z=100

Figure : D. Seweryniak et al., NPA 834 (2010) 357c (spices from Khoo)
Data : I. Ahmad et al. PRC 71 (2005) 054305

Esp







Proton Esp, valid to Z=102 (E2qp 
254No) & Z=103 (E1qp 255Lr)

In general self-consistent models predict high-j orbitals at too high an excitation energy.
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The GABRIELA Collaboration

Gamma Alpha Beta Recoil Investigations with the ELectromagnetic Analyser VASSILISSA

Franco (CSNSM and IPHC) – Russian (FLNR) led collaboration dedicated to spectroscopic
studies of transfermium elements at Dubna

Dec 2003 and Jan 2004 : project accepted by JINR and IN2P3 Scientific councils

http://www.csnsm.in2p3.fr/-GABRIELA-

Why Dubna ? [Shashlyk, blini, aladi, kasha,....]

Availability of radioactive targets
access less neutron deficient nuclei

Intense beams ∼1 pµA

the elctrostatic analyser VASSILISSA

Agreement of 4-6 weeks of beam time/year

Aim

To perform detailed spectroscopy in transfermium nuclei to sample the orbitals active in the de-
formed Fermium region that are important for spherical superheavy nuclei.
Provide data to compare with theory and reduce the extrapolation of theory
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GABRIELA set-up : I

VASSILISSA electrostatic analyser

separates ER from fission

transfer and beam

Original detection system

2 x 50 µg/cm2 emissive foils → 4 MCP for ToF
flags the passage of an ER

60x60 mm2, 300 µm thick, 16-strip position sensitive Si
detection of Recoils, Alphas, Fissions, (summed e-’s)
typical alpha resolution is 20 keV

4x 50x50 mm2, 500 µm thick, 4-strip Si + GANIL pre-amps
detection of conversion electrons, escape alphas, fission
typical electron resolution is 10-12 keV [mylar foil - depth]

Cryogenic cooling of detectors and pre-amps
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GABRIELA set-up : II

K.Hauschild et al, NIM A560, 388 (2006)

7 Ge Phase I’s + 6 BGO’s
(UK-France Loan pool)

Stable and linear CAMAC
electronics : FLNR

Triggerless DAQ :
ADC peaking timestamped
global clock @ 1 MHz

Total focal plane counting rate :
700 Hz with 0.6 pµA 48Ca

Measured absolute detection
efficiencies of the tunnel and Ge’s
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Summary of Campaigns: I

Sept - Oct 2004 : 1st experiments

Commissioning runs with known isotopes to validate set-up.......

48Ca + 207,208Pb → 255,256No∗

48Ca + 209Bi → 255Lr + 2n → 251Md → 247Es

Oct - Nov 2005

N=153 systematics circa 2005 [1970]

1/2+[620]

7/2+[613]

3/2+[622]

11/2-[725]

7/2+[613]

0 1/2+
26 3/2+48 5/2+49 (7/2+)

109 (9/2+)

209 3/2+
234 5/2+

0 7/2+

Cm249
96 153

32 us

94%

5%

Cf253
98 155

0 1/2+
25 3/2+
48 5/2+

106 7/2+

166 (9/2+)
178 3/2+

212 5/2+

370 11/2–

0 7/2+

Cf251
98 153

93.3%

5.2%

1.3 us

Fm255
100 155

0 (1/2+)

50 (5/2+)

100 (7/2+)

0 7/2+

Fm253
100 153

19%

26%

55%

No257
102 155

0 (1/2+)
22 (3/2+)

47 (5/2+)

124 (3/2+)

159 (5/2+)

0 3/2+

Fm253
100 153

17%

82%

<4%

No257
102 155

α decay pattern changes at Nobelium

Goal: To study the decay properties of
257No produced by bombarding a
radioactive 210Pb target with a 48Ca to
examine the N=155 systematics.

48Ca + 210Pb → 258No∗

Asai et al., PRL 95 (2005) 102502
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210Pb target

No events seen with a beam dose of 8× 1017

assuming σ = 100 nb then target thickness
< 5 µg/cm2

Radioprotection procedures verified
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Summary of Campaigns: I (2005 cont.)

Oct - Nov 2005

N=151 systematics circa 2005

9/2-[734]

5/2+[622]

7/2+[624]

1/2+[620]

7/2+[613]

1/2+[631]

9/2-[734]x2+

0.0 9/2–

61.7 11/2–

227.4 5/2+

265.9 7/2+
285.4 7/2+

345.9 9/2+

404.9 1/2+
433 3/2+439 (9/2+)

519 3/2+

Cm247
96 151

26.3 us

0.0 9/2–

62.5 11/2–

145.0 5/2+

188.0 7/2+

379.4 7/2+

437.6 9/2+

416.8 1/2+

443.0 7/2+

506.0 9/2+

Cf249
98 151

45(5) us

0.0 (9/2–)

47 (11/2–)

191 (5/2+)

239 (7/2+)

310 (9/2+)

378 (7/2+)

440 (9/2+)

550 (1/2+)

Fm251
100 151

15.2 us

Goal: To study the decay properties of 257No produced
by bombarding a radioactive 210Pb target with a 48Ca
to examine the N=155 systematics.
48Ca + 210Pb → 258No∗ : target⊗σ issues

251Fm: results from Eskola and Bemis differed :

→ try and address this → 238U(22Ne,5n)255No

cyclotron problems: beam energy

48Ca + (207,208Pb and 209Bi) : increase stats....
results later
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Summary of Campaigns: II

Preparations in 2006

8◦ dipole magnet replaces 37◦ one : increase Tx

Modified a loan pool Ge detector: efficiency almost doubled

For asymmetric reactions: thinner (∼30µg/cm2) emissive foils

Tested 22Ne on Pt, Au and Pb targets: Tx⊗εER ∼6% [3x previous]

Nov 2006

1/2+[620]

7/2+[613]

3/2+[622]

11/2-[725]

7/2+[613]

0 1/2+
26 3/2+48 5/2+49 (7/2+)

109 (9/2+)

209 3/2+
234 5/2+

0 7/2+

Cm249
96 153

32 us

94%

5%

Cf253
98 155

0 1/2+
25 3/2+
48 5/2+

106 7/2+

166 (9/2+)
178 3/2+

212 5/2+

370 11/2–

0 7/2+

Cf251
98 153

93.3%

5.2%

1.3 us

Fm255
100 155

0 (1/2+)
22 (3/2+)

47 (5/2+)

124 (3/2+)

159 (5/2+)

0 3/2+

Fm253
100 153

17%

82%

<4%

No257
102 155

0 (1/2+)

100

197

0

No255
102 153

37%

56%

Rf259
104 155 Goal: To study the decay properties of 259Rf produced

in the reaction 242Pu(22Ne,5n) [σ ∼ 5nb] to examine
the N=155 and N=153 systematics.

Set up: 238U(22Ne,5n) [σ ∼ 200nb] @ correct Ebeam

Big surprise : no alphas seen with 2 emissive foils for ToF
→ tested using only 1 foil or beam-chopper signal
VASSILISSA Tx⊗εER ∼1% : 1500 Nobelium alphas

Problems with 242Pu target production
→ remainder of beam time:

174Yb(40Ar,4n)209Ra and 181Ta(40Ar,4n)217Pa
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Problems with 242Pu target production
→ remainder of beam time:
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Summary of Campaigns: III

Feb 2008

[Stubborn] Goal: To study the decay
properties of 259Rf produced in the reaction
242Pu(22Ne,5n) to examine the N=155 and
N=153 systematics.

Improvements:

Even thinner ToF foils (≤ 20µg/cm2)
a shorter ToF and Si closer to last foil

22Ne + 238U → 260No∗[5n] revisited

Not a single 255No α observed : vacuum problems ?
Abandoned very asymmetric reactions with current VASSILISSA [see Perspectives]

In preparation for the thesis of A.I. Svirikhin : 208Pb(40Ar,xn) → σ(xn)
40Ar + 181Ta → 217Pa + 4n: improve stats
40Ar + natW → 213,214Th
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Summary of Campaigns: IV (Getting ready for upgrade)

Improvements to detection systems

DSSD 60x60 mm2, 48x48 strips
increased granularity

Electronics
New preamps + second stage amplification
→ lower threshold below 100-keV
→ detect e- in DSSD from isomeric decay

New 16 channel ADC’s coding to 8k

Comparison 2004 / 2009

beam dose normalised

Feb 2009

testing new Si detectors and new electronics :
48Ca + 174Yb → 217Th
48Ca + 207Pb → 253No

β-delayed fission in 196At : power supply problems (triplet → doublet)
48Ca + 181Ta → 224,225Np (electric deflector)

R.I.P. VASSILISSA
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Summary of published results

Published results

249Fm : A. Lopez-Martens et al., PRC 74 (2006) 044303
253No : A. Lopez-Martens et al., EPJ A32 (2007) 245
255Lr : K. Hauschild et al., PRC 78 (2008) 021302R
209Ra : K. Hauschild et al., PRC 77 (2008) 047305

253No, 249Fm, 245Cf : A. Lopez-Martens et al., NPA 852 (2011) 1535
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Spectroscopy of 249Fm : A. Lopez-Martens et al., PRC 74 (2006) 044303

207PbS(48Ca,2n)253No→ 249Fm

0.7 pµA beam intensity
10500 253,254No alphas

First tests with something known
R-D. Herzberg et al., J. Phys G30 (2004) R123 [known]
F. Hessberger et al., EPJ A22 (2004) 417 [during expt.]

Experimental data :

Measured absolute e- and γ efficiencies
multipolarities from conversion coefficients

Energy sequence of gsb + strong 129-keV E2
signature of 7/2+[624] orbital

level at 279-keV can only be 9/2−

establishes Ex of 9/2−[734]

establishes 9/2−[734] as gs of 253No

Too many K X-rays observed
211-keV M1 seen via e- in tunnel

5/2+[622] orbital close to Fermi level

Fits well with systematics (apart from 247Cf)
How do the trends continue ?
Does the 9/2−[734] continue to dive ?
1/2+[631]?

209-keV γ-ray observed at SHIP/GABRIELA

Level schemesingle particle levels

Protons Neutrons

Chasman et al,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 49, 833 (1977)

N=149 Systematics
DETAILED SPECTROSCOPY OF 249Fm PHYSICAL REVIEW C 74, 044303 (2006)
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0.0 7/2+

58.1 9/2+

124.6 11/2+

204.4 (13/2+)

287.4 5/2+
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383.6 (1/2+)

392.0 (3/2+)
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454 11/2–
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54.8 9/2+

121.6 11/2+

197.4 13/2+

252.8 5/2+
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355.9 1/2+
361.4 (3/2+)
388.2 9/2–
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0.0 (7/2+)

55.0 (9/2+)

122.1 (11/2+)
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383.2 (5/2+)
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532.0 (11/2–)

Cf247
98 149

0.0 (7/2+)

58 (9/2+)

129 (11/2+)

211 (5/2+)

279 (9/2–)

Fm249
100 149

FIG. 7. (Color online) Experimental sys-
tematics of low-lying levels in N = 149 isotones
taken from [31] and based on the present data.

consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Experimental sys-
tematics of low-lying levels in N = 149 isotones
taken from [31] and based on the present data.

consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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consistent with the conclusion of previous work [4,12]. The
picture, however, is not quite as clear-cut for the 279-keV
transition since the K- and LMN+-conversion coefficients
are systematically much higher than the theoretical values for
E1 transitions.

A possible explanation for the large E1 conversion of
the 279-keV transition could be the large conversion of a
weak ! transition of similar energy. However,such anomalous
E1 conversion is not uncommon in heavy deformed nuclei
(cf. Appendix D of Ref. [24] and references therein). This
phenomenon occurs in the case of transitions for which the
! -ray matrix element is inhibited while the usually negligible
penetration matrix elements are not and may therefore produce
sizable deviations from the tabulated internal-conversion
coefficients [25,26]. To disentangle these two scenarios, it is
useful to examine the x rays detected in coincidence with the
253No " decay. The x-ray intensity observed in Fig. 1(a) is of
the order of a factor 2.0(0.3) higher than the expected x-ray
intensity from the K conversion of the 150-, 221-, and 279-keV
transitions, assuming they are all E1 transitions and taking
the theoretical K-conversion coefficients. Such a high x-ray
intensity can also be deduced from the large values of the upper
limits for the K-conversion coefficients shown in Table 1 of
Ref. [4]. If one takes the measured K-conversion coefficient for
the 279-keV transition, the x-ray intensity is still 1.5(0.3) times
higher than what it should be. However, if the K conversion
of the 211-keV transition is taken into account, assuming it is
mainly an M1 transition, the discrepancy between the emitted
number of K electrons and the emitted number of x rays
practically vanishes. This observation supports the anomalous

E1 conversion of the 279-keV transition as well as the presence
of the 211-keV transition.

III. DISCUSSION

For relatively low energy levels of odd-mass deformed
nuclei, the component of the total angular momentum I on
the symmetry axis, K , is equal to #, the projection of the
angular momentum of the odd particle. Furthermore, on top
of each intrinsic state, a rotational band with spin sequence
K,K + 1,K + 2, . . . can be built. In the case of K != 1/2,
the excitation energy of the band member of spin I is given
by E (I ) = E0 + h̄2/2"I (I + 1), where E0 is the bandhead
energy and " is the nuclear moment of inertia about an axis
perpendicular to the symmetry axis [27]. The energy spacing
between the band member of spin I and the bandhead is given
by $E (I ) = h̄2/2" [I (I + 1) # K(K + 1)].

The 279-keV level in 249Fm decays to the ground state and
to two excited states at 58 keV and 129 keV, respectively. If
these states are interpreted as being the first members of the
ground-state rotational band, values of h̄2/2" = 6.6(1) keV
and K = 3.4(3) can be obtained. A ground state with K = 7/2
fits well with the systematics of N = 149 isotones (shown
in Fig. 7) for which the 7/2+[624] Nilsson state is or is
expected to be the ground state. Furthermore, as mentioned
in the Introduction, the predicted magnetic moment of such a
neutron configuration [28] is the most favorable in the region
for the observation of cross-over $I = 2 transitions such as
the 129-keV transition (for which the associated gyromagnetic
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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207PbS(48Ca,2n)253No

0.7 pµA beam intensity
10500 253,254No alphas

K X-rays observed

Separation of e- lines
→ L, MN

Consistent with 167-keV

determined to be M2
g.s. 9/2- → 5/2+...13/2+

t1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs
in agreement with ORNL

discuss the N=151
systematics later

delayed γ and ICE spectra following implanted recoil

A. Lopez-Martens et al.: Isomeric states in 253No 247
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Fig. 2. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (a and c) and
gamma-rays (b and d) as a function of ln(!t)/ ln(2), where !t
is the time di!erence between the detection of recoils and elec-
trons or gamma-rays. The top panels show the case where all
the identified recoils are considered. The bottom panels repre-
sent the time di!erences only for the recoils, which are followed
within 10 min by the detection of a 253–254No alpha-particle at
the same position in the stop detector. The boxes show the
delayed electron and gamma-ray structures mentioned in the
text. At large time di!erences, the spectra are dominated by
random correlations.

This form has the advantage of peaking at !max which
is related to the lifetime of the state by the simple relation

" = 2!max . (4)

It also enables an easy inspection of decay times over a
very large interval in time and is particularly well adapted
to determine lifetimes in the case of low statistics.

Figure 2 shows the energy spectra of electrons detected
in the backward silicon detectors as a function of log2(#t),
where #t is the time di!erence between the detection
of any recoil (panel a) or of a 253–254No-alpha-position-
correlated recoil (panel c) in the stop detector and the
detection of an electron in the tunnel detectors. In both
panels, the same delayed cluster of electrons is clearly vis-
ible at electron energies between 120 and 170 keV. A de-
layed structure around gamma-ray energy 120 keV is vis-
ible at similar time di!erences in panels b and d of fig. 2.
Even though the energy of the 254No alpha-decay coin-
cides with the energy range of the 253No alpha-particle
group, the delayed electron and gamma-ray emission seen
in fig. 2 is attributed to 253No since in a dedicated run with
a 208Pb target, no such emission was observed in 254No.
From eq. (4), one can estimate the lifetime of the emitting
state to be of the order of " = 25 ! 26 µs.

In order to measure the lifetime of the above-
mentioned isomeric state, eq. (1), and therefore also (3),
need to be modified to take into account random recoil-
electron (or recoil-gamma) correlations [20].

The number dN(t) of electrons detected between times
t and t+dt following the implantation of a nobelium recoil
is given by the sum of two independent terms dN1(t) and

dN2(t). The first term is the number of real decays multi-
plied by the probability that no other recoil is detected at
the focal plane between t = 0 and t (i.e., the probability
that the next recoil is detected after time t):

dN1(t)

dt
= Nr$e(!"t)

!

"

t
%e(!#t)dt = Nr$e(!("+#)t),

(5)
where % is the recoil rate at the focal plane of
VASSILISSA. The integral of this equation over the du-
ration of the experiment yields the number of properly
correlated electrons, Ntot,1. As the duration of the ex-
periment is large compared to the sum of the time con-
stants, Ntot,1 = Nr"

"+# . Conversely, the number of randomly-
correlated electrons is given by Ntot,2 = Ne!Ntot,1, where
Ne is the total number of electrons detected in the exper-
iment.

The second term dN2(t) is the number of random elec-
tron events detected in the tunnel multiplied by the prob-
ability that no other recoil arrives between t = 0 and t.
Since the number of random electron events per unit time
is given by the product of the number of randomly corre-
lated electrons Ntot,2 and of the recoil rate %:

dN2(t)
dt = Ntot,2%

"

"

t %e(!#t)dt

=
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

%e(!#t).
(6)

Equation (3) therefore becomes:

dN(!)
d! = Nr ln(2)$2!e(!("+#)2!)

+
#

Ne !
Nr"
"+#

$

ln(2)%2!e(!#2!) (7)

from which the lifetime of the isomeric state can be deter-
mined.

2.3 Electromagnetic properties

In fig. 3 are displayed energy projections (taken between
time bins 3 and 7, i.e. between 8 and 128µs) of the matri-
ces in the top panels of fig. 2. The K$ and K% nobelium
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Fig. 3. Energy spectra of conversion electrons (top panel) and
"-rays (bottom panel) emitted 8–128 µs after the detection of
a recoil.
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Table 1. First row: intensity of the 167 keV !-ray line as de-
termined experimentally and as determined from the prod-
uct of the measured X-ray intensity and of the theoreti-
cal K-conversion coe!cients taken from [22,23]. Second and
third rows: Experimental and theoretical ratios of electron-
conversion coe!cients for the 167 keV transition.

Experiment E1 E2 E3 M1 M2

I!(167 keV) 5(3) 776 820 1035 9 3
"K/"LMN+ 1.3(2) 2.8 0.04 0.002 3.3 1.27
"L/"MN+ 2.8(5) 3.0 2.6 2.4 3.0 2.67

X-rays are clearly visible in the spectrum of !-rays of fig. 3.
In the electron spectrum, two well-separated structures
appear at 138 and 161 keV. The nearly flat distribution of
counts at lower electron energies corresponds to electrons
which backscatter out of the tunnel detectors (see fig. 4 of
ref. [18]).

The fact that K X-rays are emitted signifies that a
transition of energy greater than the binding energy of
K-electrons in nobelium (150.5 keV) is converted. Fur-
thermore, the energy di!erence of the two visible electron
structures (23(3) keV) corresponds to the average di!er-
ence in binding energies between the L and M shells in
nobelium (! 20.4 keV). The two electron structures ob-
served in the top panel of fig. 3 are therefore assigned to
the L and MN+ conversion of a 167(3) keV transition,
which is highly converted. In the !-ray spectrum of fig. 3,
there are 5(3) counts at 167 keV. In the nobelium region,
the fluorescence yield for a vacancy in the K shell is practi-
cally 1 [21]. This means that the observed X-ray intensity
can be used as the experimental value for the K-conversion
intensity. In table 1, the expected intensity of the 167 keV
!-ray is reported as a function of the multipolarity and
the electromagnetic nature of the 167 keV transition. The
ratios of the experimental conversion coe"cients are also
shown in table 1 together with the corresponding theoreti-
cal values [22,23]. Given all the experimental observations,
the 167 keV transition is firmly established to be an M2
transition.

2.4 Lifetime properties

The time projection of the matrix of the top panel of
fig. 2 taken between electron energies 40 and 200 keV,
is displayed in fig. 4. In the bottom panel of fig. 4, the
same electron decay curve is shown using standard con-
stant time bins. When only one decaying state is taken
into account, the fit to the electron count distribution (ac-
cording to eq. (7)) fails to account for all the intensity. In
fact, in the top panel of fig. 4, the presence of a second
isomeric state appears clearly as a second bump around
ln("T )/ ln(2)=10.

If a second isomeric state is included into the parame-
ters of the fit, the lifetime of the isomeric state which de-
cays by the emission of the 167 keV M2 transition, is found
to be # = 44.9(3.1)µs. This corresponds to a half-life of
T1/2 = 31.1(2.1)µs, which is in agreement with the value
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Fig. 4. Distribution of time di"erences in logaritmic scale (top
panel in counts per quarter bins) and linear scale (bottom
panel) between the detection of recoils and electrons. The fits
to these time distributions are shown for the cases where only
the decay of one isomeric state is considered (dashed curves)
and when the decay of a second isomeric states is taken into
account (solid line).

given by Bemis et al. [15]. The other electron-emitting
state has a lifetime of # = 1.4(3)ms (T1/2 = 970(200)µs).

A consistency check of the fit parameters can be made
by comparing the values of i) the number of recoils, Nr,
produced in the short-lived isomeric state, ii) the total
recoil rate, $, and iii) the total number of electrons, Ne,
detected in the experiment, obtained from the parameters
of the fit and the same values obtained by other means.
In the case of the shorter-lived isomer, the electron de-
cay curve corresponding to electron energies greater than
120 keV was used to extract a value of Nr = 190(15). In or-
der to find the total number of recoils which were produced
in the isomeric state during the experiment, Nr needs
to be corrected for the electron-detection e"ciency and
for the fraction of the intensity of the 167 keV transition
which is LMN+ converted. This yields Nr = 2513(200).
This is well in accordance with the value of Nr which
can be extracted from the electron spectrum of fig. 3.
From the intensity of the LMN+ structure, the popu-
lation of the isomeric state is found to be 2100(140). The
total recoil rate obtained from the parameters of the fit
is $ = 2.8(1) 10!8 µs!1. This value also fits well with
the total number of nobelium recoils (mainly 253No, but
also 254No and 252No) identified during the experiment
divided by the duration of the experiment: 2.5 10!8 µs!1.
Finally, the total number of electrons detected during the
experiment is extracted to be Ne = 1.7(1) 106. This is in
agreement with the 2 106 electrons actually detected in
the tunnel with energies above the threshold and below
200 keV.
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Second isomer in 253No : A. Lopez-Martens et al, NPA 852 (2011) 15

Longer lived isomer pulled out with new electronics:

First evidence for a longer lived isomer was presented in our EPJ A32 (2007) 245
Confirmation from GSI [PHAN 70 (2007) 1445] and the last VASSILISSA expt. [NPA]
This run: 90 000 253,254No α observed
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N=151 systematics

NEUTRON ONE-QUASIPARTICLE STATES IN 251Fm151 . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 83, 014315 (2011)

they were measured in the N = 151 isotones 245Pu and 247Cm
[4,6], and their B(E2) values are calculated to be 0.139 and
0.134 W.u., respectively, as shown in Table IV. It is expected
that the 358.5-keV 1/2+[620] ! 5/2+[622] transition in
251Fm should also have a similar B(E2) value. Assuming
that the B(E2) value of the 358.5-keV transition is 0.134
W.u., the half-life of the 558.7-keV level is calculated to
be 0.95 ns, which is consistent with the measured value of
<8 ns.

D. One-quasiparticle states in N = 151 isotones

Figure 8(a) shows experimental level energies of one-
quasiparticle states in odd-mass N = 151 isotones. The data
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Excitation energies of neutron one-
quasiparticle states in N = 151 isotones. (a) Experimental data.
(b) Energies of one-quasiparticle states calculated in the present
work. (c) Those calculated by Parkhomenko and Sobiczewski
[36].

were taken from Refs. [4–8] for 245Pu, 247Cm, and 249Cf,
and from the present results for 251Fm. Although several
experimental data are available for excited states in 253No
[26–30], their configuration assignments are mostly tentative.
Thus we only plotted the firmly established 5/2+[622] state
at 167 keV [28] and the reasonably evaluated 1/2+[620]
state at 670 keV [27,29] in 253No. It is clearly seen that the
excitation energy of the 1/2+[620] state increases with the
atomic number, especially at Z ! 100. As discussed below,
the N = 152 deformed shell gap is the gap between the
9/2"[734] and 1/2+[620] orbitals, or between the 9/2"[734]
and 7/2+[613] ones at low atomic number. Thus the increase
of the 1/2+[620] energy indicates an increase of the N = 152
gap energy with increasing atomic number, especially at
Z ! 100.

The ground-state configurations of all the N = 151 isotones
are known to be the 9/2"[734]. This indicates that the highest
orbital located below the N = 152 deformed shell gap is the
9/2"[734] one. The 7/2+[624], 5/2+[622], and 1/2+[631] or-
bitals are known to become the ground state in N = 149, 147,
and 145 isotones, respectively, indicating that these orbitals
lie below the 9/2"[734] one and these one-quasiparticle states
are hole states in the N = 151 isotones. On the other hand, the
ground-state configurations of odd-mass N = 153 isotones
are assigned to be all 1/2+[620] from Z = 96 (Cm) through
104 (Rf), suggesting that the lowest orbital located above
the N = 152 deformed shell gap should be the 1/2+[620]
one. Other orbitals lying close to the 1/2+[620] one are the
7/2+[613] and 3/2+[622] ones. In the N = 153 isotones, the
7/2+[613] state is located at 49 and 106 keV higher than
the 1/2+[620] ground state in 249Cm and 251Cf, respectively,
while the 3/2+[622] state is at 208, 178, and 124 keV
in 249Cm, 251Cf, and 253Fm, respectively. The ground-state
configurations of odd-mass N = 155 isotones are 1/2+[620]
in 251Cm, 7/2+[613] in 253Cf and 255Fm, and 3/2+[622] in
257No. These facts suggest that the 7/2+[613] orbital lies
very close to or below the 1/2+[620] one at low atomic
number around Z < 96. As the atomic number increases, the
7/2+[613] orbital increases in energy relative to the 1/2+[620]
one, and becomes higher than the next 3/2+[622] orbital
around Z > 100. In the N = 151 isotones, the 7/2+[613] state
is located at lower energy than the 1/2+[620] one in 245Pu and
247Cm, while in 249Cf it becomes higher than the 1/2+[620]
one, which are consistent with the above systematics. In 251Fm
and 253No, although there have been no experimental data for
the 7/2+[613] state, the 7/2+[613] state is expected to lie at
higher energy than the 1/2+[620] one according to the above
systematics.

To discuss the trends of the experimental level energies,
we calculate the ground-state deformations and energies of
one-quasiparticle states in the N = 151 isotones using the
macroscopic-microscopic model whose details are described
in Ref. [31]. The macroscopic part of the model is calcu-
lated with the finite-range liquid-drop model (FRLDM) [31].
The parameters correspond to FRLDM(2002) [32]. For the
microscopic part, we use the folded-Yukawa single-particle
potential. The pairing effect is calculated with the Lipkin-
Nogami model [33–35]. The ground-state deformation is
calculated by minimizing the total energy of the nucleus in
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FIG. 9. (Color online) Deformation parameters !2,4,6,8 for N =
151 isotones calculated in the present work and those in Ref. [36].

a four-dimensional deformation space with the deformation
parameters !2,4,6,8. The deformation parameters obtained in
the present work are given in Fig. 9. The one-quasiparticle
energy E" is calculated by the equation defined in the
Lipkin-Nogami model:

E" =
!

(#" ! $)2 + %2 + $2, (1)

where #" is the shifted single-particle energy for a given
orbital " , $ is the Fermi energy, % is the pairing gap,
and $2 is the number-fluctuation constant. The energies of
the calculated neutron one-quasiparticle states are given in
Fig. 8(b). The deformation parameters and the energies of
one-quasiparticle states in another macroscopic-microscopic
calculation by Parkhomenko and Sobiczewski [36] are also
shown for comparison in Figs. 9 and 8(c), respectively. They
used a Woods-Saxon single-particle potential for describing
single-particle properties of a nucleus and the BCS approxi-

mation for the pairing effect. It is found that the deformation
parameters obtained in both the calculations are nearly
identical.

As shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), the ground-state config-
urations of all the N = 151 isotones are calculated to be the
9/2![734]. This orbital lies just below the N = 152 deformed
shell gap. The orbital lying just above the N = 152 gap is the
1/2+[620] or the 7/2+[613] one. In the present calculation,
the 7/2+[613] state is located at lower energy than the
1/2+[620] one in 245Pu, 247Cm, 249Cf, and 251Fm, indicating
that the N = 152 deformed shell gap is the gap between
the 9/2![734] and 7/2+[613] orbitals. The energies of the
calculated 7/2+[613] states in the isotones show a gradual
increase with the atomic number. This indicates that the present
calculation reasonably reproduces the experimental trend that
the N = 152 gap energy increases with the atomic number,
although the lowest orbital above the N = 152 gap is not
the 1/2+[620] one but the 7/2+[613] one in this calculation.
On the other hand, the 1/2+[620] states exhibit nearly
constant excitation energy in the calculation. This atomic-
number dependence is much weaker than the experimental
one.

In the calculation by Parkhomenko and Sobiczewski [36],
the 1/2+[620] state is located at lower energy than the
7/2+[613] one in all the isotones, indicating that the N = 152
deformed shell gap is the gap between the 9/2![734] and
1/2+[620] orbitals. Their calculation shows a gradual increase
of the 1/2+[620] energy with increasing atomic number,
but its Z dependence is smaller than the experimental one
at Z ! 100. Qian et al. [29] also calculated the energies
of the 1/2+[620] states in the N = 151 isotones using the
deformation parameters taken from Ref. [31] and with a
Woods-Saxon potential. They reproduced well the energies
of the 1/2+[620] states as well as their gradual increase from
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1/2+[620] and 1/2+[631]
have swapped

no global fit found with these
param

where is it in 253No ?
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Isomer 255Lr : t1/2 = 1.4(1) ms isomer

209Bi2O3(48Ca,2n)255Lr

0.7 pµA beam intensity
11000 255Lr alphas

Correlated with 255Lr

Estimate Ex > 720-keV

delayed ICE spectra following implanted recoil
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K-isomer 255Lr : K. Hauschild et al., PRC 78 (2008) 021302(R)
Configurations....

GS and 1st excited state known from A. Chatillon et al., EPJ A30 (2006) 397

Deformed nucleus → K is an approximate quantum number

Weisskopf estimates of lifetime and expected hindrance
per degree of forbidenness → ∆K ≥ 4

2 quasiparticle neutrons coupled to the valence proton

Improved data at SHIP have confirmed observations :
S. Antalic et al., EPJ A38 (2008) 219

However, more data is needed to perform detailed spectroscopy
H.B. Jeppesen et al., PRC 80 (2009) 034324
Proposed level scheme inconsistent with our γ-ICE coincidences
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Summary of results

Important to repeat experiments
populate states of interest via different routes
different electronics and analysis
competition has improved quality of data

Conversion electron data has been of utmost importance

Need realistic simulations to aid interpretation

NB: Geant4 still does not have atomic data for Z≥100
so, YOU must add it otherwise your simulations will be wrong

Uncertainties and open questions remain

Need (yet) more data
push systematics further to follow evolution of orbitals (larger picture)

Have struggled with highly asymmetric reactions (and an aging
separator)......
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Perspectives : SHELS [Separator for Heavy Element Spectroscopy]

Upgrade and modernisation of VASSILISSA

French funding for large equipment via the ANR (National Research Agency) :
obtained 435k euros in 2006

Project created 2007, MOU between the IN2P3-JINR signed 2008

Goal 1: increased transmission for asymmetric reactions (22Ne or 18O on 24X Pu)

Goal 2: extend accessible reactions into the symmetric domain (136Xe+136Xe)

Q-Q-Q-E-D-D-E-Q-Q-Q-D

Calculated transmission efficiency for modernized separator.

Reaction Ep1/2 MeV Target thickness
mg/cm2

Transmission

22Ne(238U,5n)255No 115 U3O8 – 0.2 0.09   (now – 2%)
22Ne(238U,5n)255No 115 Met – 0.2 0.12

22Ne(197Au,5n)214Ac 110 Met – 0.2 0.14
40Ar(181Ta,4n)217Pa 182 Met – 0.3 0.28
40Ar(162Dy,7n)195Po 198 DyO2 – 0.3 0.28
48Ca(174Yb,4n)218Th 200 YbO2 – 0.35 0.48
48Ca(208Pb,2n)254No 216 Met – 0.4 0.42

Estimated counting rates

Reaction
Cross section Transmission

%
ERs counting
rate per day

242Pu(22Ne,5n)259Rf 3.0 nb 7 110
244Pu(22Ne,5n)261Rf 5.0 nb 7 180
248Cm(18O,5n)261Rf 13 nb 4 270
243Am(22Ne,5n)260Db 2.0 nb 7 70
243Am(22Ne,4n)261Db 1.5 nb 7 55
248Cm(22Ne,5n)265Sg 0.3 nb 6 10
208Pb(54Cr,1n)261Sg 0.5 nb 50 90

Similar levels of funding from the FLNR/JINR
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Current status

Dipole Magnets

ordered end 2008

yokes delivered end 2009

100x100 mm2 128x128 strip DSSD

currently being tested

vacuum tanks + chambers

delivered Summer 2010
passed vacuum tests early 2011

additional material

electronics (debugged)
all new power supplies delivered
vacuum pumps delivered
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Current status

Summer 2011 :
VASSILISSA removed, new separator installation started
(no beam into experimental area for SHE during summer shut-down)

Field mapping of q-pole triplets underway
Installation completed during Winter 2012 shut-down
Commissioning and experiments 2013 (financial ‘crisis’ permitting)
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Collaboration : passed and present
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Second isomer in 253No : reinvestigated

Improvements to Si set-up : DSSD + sum e- after isomer decay
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